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Abstract - In this work we present a linear pro-

gramming (LP) based approach for solving the data

association problem (DAP) in multiple target track-

ing. It is well-known that the DAP can be formulated

as an integer program. We present a compact for-

mulation of the DAP. To solve practical instances of

the DAP we propose an algorithm that uses an iter-

ated K-scan sliding window technique. In each itera-

tion we solve the Linear Programming relaxation of

an integer program and next apply a greedy rounding

procedure. Computational experiments indicate that

the quality of the solutions found is quite satisfac-

tory.
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ming

1 Introduction

A basic question in the �eld of (air) surveillance sys-
tems is: how to keep track of all observed targets using
information from all available sensors? Sensors, like
radar or infra red, detect and locate objects (targets)
that are present within their coverage. Each time a de-
tection (also called measurement or plot) takes place,
several features are measured, such as the location of
the object (expressed in range, bearing and elevation)
and Doppler shift (a measure for the velocity in the
direction of the sensor).

In this work we restrict ourselves to a single scan-
ning surveillance radar, providing two-dimensional po-
sitional information (i.e. range and bearing). Further-
more, we assume that the radar's measurements are
processed after each scan, i.e. a full rotation of the
radar antenna.

The so-called Data Association Problem (DAP) is
now to �nd out which sensor detections originate from
which target. More precisely, when assuming that for
each scan at most one measurement can be assigned to
a target, a problem arises if more than one measure-
ment in a scan is a candidate to be assigned to the same
target. Even more, a single measurement may be can-
didate to be associated with two or more targets. The
DAP aims at �nding an assignment of measurements
to targets such that a measurement is associated with
at most one target and such that a target receives at

most one measurement per scan. Notice that, in oper-
ational circumstances, the DAP has to be solved after
each scan, for all collected scans of measurements.

Complicating factors when solving instances of the
DAP are the presence of spurious plots (false alarms),
noise contaminated measurements, (deliberate) target
maneuvres, a sensor detection probability less than
100% which leads to missed detections, and hard real-
time requirements. Each received plot either has to be
associated to an existing target, or has to be labeled
as a new target or a false alarm. A track is de�ned as
a sequence of measurements which are assigned to the
same target.

The goal of this work is threefold:

� to present a compact, integer programming (IP)
formulation of the DAP,

� to propose an algorithm that is capable of solving
a series of instances of the DAP, and

� to test this algorithm on randomly generated in-
stances.

Let us now review some of the literature.
A well known DAP solution method is Multiple Hy-

pothesis Tracking (MHT), based on a formulation by
D.B. Reid [15]. The algorithm enumerates possible as-
signments (plot to existing track, plot to new track and
plot to false alarm) and represents them in a hypoth-
esis tree. For each hypothesis a likelihood of truth is
calculated, after which the most probable assignment
is chosen as the solution for the DAP. Notice that the
solution found after scan k is not necessarily part of the
solution for scan k+1. Other less likely hypotheses are
maintained, since they might eventually be used when
future plots are received. MHT deals with the combi-
natorial explosion of possible assignments by using a
number of pruning techniques.

Instead of MHT's enumerative approach, alterna-
tive methods view DAP as an integer programming
problem. More speci�c, the problem is described as a
multidimensional assignment problem (see e.g. [9] for
an early reference), a problem in the �eld of combina-
torial optimization.

An early contribution in this direction dates back
to 1977, when C.L. More�eld suggested to apply 0-1
integer programming to the DAP [5]. More recent work



on this subject is reported in [10, 11, 12, 13, 6, 1, 8, 3].
In these papers the DAP is not only formulated as
a multidimensional assignment problem, in addition a
number of ways to solve the problem, notably by using
Lagrangian relaxation, are suggested.

This work (see also [16]) is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 is devoted to an IP formulation of the DAP; we
propose a compact formulation of the integer program.
In section 3 we describe the heuristic algorithm, and
in section 4 we present some computational results.
These are discussed in section 5.

2 A compact IP formulation of

the DAP

In this subsection we propose a compact formulation
of the integer programming formulation of the DAP.
This compact formulation follows the formulation of
the axial multidimensional assignment problem as sug-
gested in e.g. [14] and avoids multiple summation signs
and multiple indices. In Section 2.1 we introduce some
notation; in Section 2.2 the decision variables are de-
�ned, and the (linear) constraints are introduced. Fi-
nally, Section 2.3 develops the objective function of the
model.

2.1 Notation

A radar is assumed to receive measurements periodi-
cally. Suppose that at time t0 = 0 the radar system
starts observing the region, then the �rst set of mea-
surements is taken within the interval [t0; t1], where t1
is the time when the �rst scan ends and the second
scan begins. The duration T of each scan is assumed
to be constant, so scan k ends at time tk = kT . A set
of measurements in scan k is de�ned as follows:

Z(k) = fzkikg
Mk

ik=1
, for all k = 1; : : : ; N (1)

Here, N denotes the number of scans, Mk is the to-
tal number of measurements received in scan k and zkik
is the i-th measurement vector within scan k, contain-
ing e.g. range, bearing and elevation data.

In order to be able to deal with false alarms, missed
detections and track initiation, the concept of a dummy

report (see [10]) is introduced. To do so, let us rede�ne
(1) by adding a dummy measurement, indexed ik = 0,
to each of the sets Z(k). Formally:

Z(k) = fzkikg
Mk

ik=0
, for all k = 1 : : : ; N (2)

We refer to a non-dummy measurement as a true mea-
surement. Now, we de�ne the set Z as the Cartesian
product of the sets Z(k), k = 1; : : : ; N . Thus:

Z = Z(1)� Z(2)� : : :� Z(N) =

NY
k=1

Z(k) (3)

An element z 2 Z is an N -dimensional vector
whose k-th entry (z(k)) corresponds to a measure-
ment in the k-th scan. Because we do not allow a
vector consisting solely of dummy reports, we de�ne
Z� = Znfz10; z

2
0 ; : : : ; z

N
0 g. We will refer to any ele-

ment z 2 Z� as a track. Unlike any true measurement,
a dummy report can belong to an arbitrary number
of tracks. Let us now explain how the dummy report
allows us to deal with missed detections, false alarms
and track initiation.

The set fz1i1 ; : : : ; z
k�1
ik�1

; zk0 ; z
k+1
ik+1

; : : : ; zNiN g denotes a
track with a missed detection in the k-th scan, where
i1; : : : ; ik�1 and ik+1; : : : ; iN are non-zero indices. No-
tice that more than one missed detection can appear
in a track.

A false alarm in scan k is represented as
a track with exactly one true measurement, i.e.
fz10 ; : : : ; z

k
ik
; : : : ; zN0 g, where ik is a non-zero index.

Finally, track initiation takes place at the �rst time
a non-zero index appears in a measurement sequence,
which contains at least two true measurements. Each
dummy report after track initiation is a missed detec-
tion.

2.2 Variables and Constraints

For each z 2 Z� we introduce a 0-1 decision variable,
which is de�ned as follows.

xz =

�
1; if track z is selected
0; otherwise

(4)

Notice that this choice of decision variables implies
that no two measurements from the same scan can be
assigned to the same track. Consider now the following
linear constraints.

P
z2Z�; z(k)=zkik

xz = 1;
for all k = 1; : : : ; N
and ik = 1; : : : ;Mk

(5)

These constraints imply that each truemeasurement
must belong to precisely one track. It is straightfor-
ward to verify that any integral z satisfying constraints
(5) yields a solution to the DAP and, vice versa, any
feasible solution to the DAP satis�es these constraints.

2.3 Objective function

In order to complete the model we need to specify an
objective function, or more exactly we need to compute
a cost-coeÆcient for each track z 2 Z�. To do this we
follow an approach described in [10].

We de�ne a quality measure for a track z 2 Z�

in the form of a likelihood function Q(z). In analogy
with Reid's ranking of MHT hypotheses [15], the core
part of this function is a composite score of how good
each plot zkik 2 z �ts the target's assumed dynamical
model (e.g. targets move in a straight line with con-
stant velocity). When a plot exactly �ts this model, it
is located at the predicted position. Since the measure-
ments are noise contaminated, the deviation between



the predicted position and the plot itself will follow
the assumed normal distribution for the measurement
noise. The corresponding probability density function
is denoted by fÆ. For a track's state prediction we
use an extended Kalman �lter. Furthermore, we as-
sume false alarms and new tracks to be uniformly dis-
tributed over the sensor's coverage. The corresponding
probability density functions are denoted by f' and f�
respectively.

Under these assumptions, the likelihoodQz for some
track z = fz1i1 ; : : : ; z

N
iN
g is given by the following equa-

tion [10]:

Q(z) =
NQ
k=1

(P k
� )

�ik

(�
Pdf

k
Æ (z

k
ik
jz)

�'fk'(z
k
ik
)

�Ækik

�

�
��f

k
� (z

k
ik
jz)

�'fk'(z
k
ik
)

��kik)(1��ik
) (6)

where,

�ik =

�
1; ik = 0 (dummy report),
0; otherwise

P k
� =

�
1� Pd, z

k
ik
is a missed detection,

1, otherwise

�kik =

�
1, zkik initiates a track,
0, otherwise

Ækik =

�
1, zkik proceeds an existing track,
0, otherwise

Pd = probability of detection

�' = expected nr. of false alarms (Poisson distr.)

�� = expected nr. of new targets (Poisson distr.)

fk� = fk' =
1

�r2
, where r is the sensor's range

fkÆ =
e
� 1
2
[zkik

�h(s(tk))]
TB�1[zkik

�h(s(tk))]p
(2�)n j B j

n = dimension of measurement vector

h(�) = transformation of Cartesian to polar

s = predicted state vector

B = covariance of zkik � h(s(tk)):

Notice the division in (6) by the probability of all
measurements being false alarms. In this way, the as-
signment to false alarms serves as a reference for the
quality of the actual partition.

Now the likelihood of a single track z is known, the
likelihood of a partition of Z� into tracks is computed
by the product of the individual track likelihoods. No-
tice that this product equals the score of a global hy-
pothesis as de�ned by Reid [15]. The objective func-
tion we obtain looks as follows.

Maximize
Y
z2Z�

Qzxz (7)

In order to complete the desired IP model, a linear
objective function is required. Instead of maximizing

the product of track likelihood values, we want to min-
imize the sum of track cost values. Let the cost of track
z be de�ned as:

cz = � lnQz (8)

Notice that 0 < Qz < 1 yields positive cost val-
ues and Qz > 1 results in negative cost values. The
division by the probability of all measurements being
false alarms, as stated by equation (6), yields that false
alarms have zero cost, since then Qz = 1. Thus, for
tracks with positive cost values it is better to assign
all measurements to false alarms. The goal is now to
minimize the sum of the cost of all tracks in a feasible
partition. The complete model for the DAP after N
scans can now be formulated as follows:

Minimize
P
z2Z�

czxz

Subject toP
z2Z�; z(k)=zkik

xz = 1,
for all k = 1; : : : ; N
and ik = 1; : : : ;Mk

xz 2 f0; 1g

(9)

Notice that in contrast to previous formulations (see
e.g. [10], [13]), variables have a single index and there
are no longer multiple summations present in the for-
mulation.

3 A solution method for the

DAP

It is obvious that in practice model (9) has to be solved
after each scan. This requirement has certain impli-
cations for the way an instance of the DAP is solved.
First, there is a need to be eÆcient. More concrete, the
time to solve an instance may not surpass the rotation
time of the radar; thus, a solution is required fast. This
motivates a heuristic approach. Second, there is a dif-
ference in importance when considering the assignment
of plots in early scans versus the assignment of plots
in more recent scans. These implications motivate a
technique, called the K-scan sliding window technique
(see [10]), which indeed reduces the computational bur-
den, and does not reconsider the assignment of plots in
early scans. Let us now explain this technique in more
detail.

Assume that an integer K � 2 is given and suppose
that a DAP instance is to be solved for a new scan
N + 1. Then the K-scan window (N � K) \slides"
one position ahead and embraces the scans N �K +
2; : : : ; N + 1. The retained region is now de�ned as
the set of scans N �K + 2; : : : ; N that were already
present within the window before it was moved to its
new position. Scan N �K + 1 now is no longer part
of the window and is added to the discarded region,
i.e. the set of scans outside the sliding window. The
assignment of measurements in scan N �K +1 which
was found after scan N becomes now �xed and will not



change in future scans. In other words, when using the
K-scan sliding window we �x the assignment of plots
in scans 1; 2; : : : ; N �K, depending upon the solution
of the DAP after scan N . Thus, we no longer solve
model (9), instead our approach follows the following
pattern.

For N = 1; 2; : : : ;K + 1 we solve model (9) heuris-
tically (we describe in Section 3.2 how). Then we can
de�ne

SK+1 = fz 2 Z� j z is in the solution

found after scan K + 1g (10)

and

ZK+1(0) = f(z1i1 ; z
2
i2
) j 9 z3i3 ; z

4
i4
; : : : ; zK+1

iK+1

with (z1i1 ; : : : ; z
K+1
iK+1

) 2 SK+1g (11)

Thus, we identify the pairs of plots from Z(1)�Z(2)
that are assigned to the same track in a solution found
after K +1 scans. In the K-scan sliding window tech-
nique these particular assignments are now permanent.
Any solution found from now on will feature these
pairs. Even more, the assignment found between the
pairs (z1i1 ; z

2
i2
) from ZK+1(0) and the measurements

from Z(3) in the solution found after K + 2 scans re-
mains permanent thereafter, and so on. Mathemati-
cally, we express it as follows. Let, using (11)

Z� = ZN (0)� Z(N �K + 1)� : : :� Z(N) (12)

Notice that an element z 2 Z� is a vector consisting
of K + 1 entries such that z(2) refers to a measure-
ment from Z(N � K + 1), z(3) refers to a measure-
ment from Z(N � K + 2), up to z(K + 1) referring
to a measurement from Z(N) and z(1) refers to an
element from ZN (0), i.e. a tuple of N �K measure-
ments. When we reindex the elements of ZN (0) us-
ing z0i0 , i0 = 1; : : : ;maxk=1;::: ;N�KMk � M0 (i.e. the
number of �xed assignements) we have the following
model:

Minimize
P

z2Z�
czxz

Subject to

P
z2Z�,

z(k�N+K+1)=zkik

xz = 1,
for all k =
N �K + 1; : : : ; N
and ik = 1; : : : ;MkP

z2Z�;z(1)=z0i0

xz = 1, i0 = 1; : : : ;M0

xz 2 f0; 1g

(13)

We solve this model for N � K + 2. Notice that a
K-scan sliding window results in a K + 1 dimensional
assignment problem.

3.1 Problem size reduction

The size of the solution space Z� is reduced by pre-
venting implausible tracks to be found. In other words,

some tracks are so unlikely that the corresponding vari-
ables are never considered explicitly. First, this is
achieved by performing the gating test for each track-
plot pair after each scan [15]. Only if the plot �ts
the track's predicted state well enough, a new track is
formed. The criterion for this goodness of �t test is
called a gate or validation region and is given by

[zkik � h(s(tk))]
TB�1[zkik � h(s(tk))] � �2 (14)

where [zkik�h(s(tk))] is the di�erence between the posi-
tion of the actual plot and a target's predicted position.
B is the covariance matrix of [zkik � h(s(tk))]. Since

fkÆ is normally distributed, the gate is based on the
�2 distribution. For instance, a 99% validation region
for 2D positional measurements (implying 2 degrees of
freedom) is obtained by �2 = 9:21.

Second, we allow no tracks to have more than p (a
prespeci�ed parameter) subsequent missed detections.
Consequently, if no plot has been associated with a
track hypothesis for more than p scans, the track is
considered terminated.

Finally, for the IP problem instance we can further
decrease the number of decision variables by excluding
all track hypotheses with positive cost values. This is
allowed since there always exists a better assignment
of lower costs for the measurements within such tracks,
namely the zero-cost false alarm assignment. Note that
track hypotheses with positive cost values are not ex-
cluded from the solution space, since they can grow
better when future plots are received.

3.2 A Greedy Rounding Procedure
(GRP)

In this subsection we discus how a DAP problem in-
stance, in the form of model (13), is solved with an LP
based rounding procedure called GRP.

By changing the integrality constraint xz 2 f0; 1g
to 0 � xz � 1 we obtain the linear programming (LP)
relaxation of the IP problem. An LP instance can now
be solved by the Simplex algorithm [2]. If the optimal
solution xr of the LP-relaxation of model 13 is fully
integer-valued (in this case all decision variables will
either have the value 0 or 1) then the solution xr is
optimal for model 13 [7, pp. 167].

In case one or more decision variables are not integer
valued, we apply a procedure called Greedy Rounding
Procedure (GRP) (compare e.g. [4]). It selects itera-
tively a fractional valued decision variable and sets it
to 1. The consequences of this change are propagated
over the other decision variables, in such a way that the
constraints are not violated. In this manner a feasible
(but not necessarily optimal) solution for the original
IP is reconstructed.

Greedy Rounding Procedure (input xr)

1. R := Z�

2. WHILE R 6= ; DO



(a) Let z� = arg max
z2R

xz and let
I(z�) = fz 2 R j 9j with z(j) 6= zl0
for some l and z(j) = z�(j)g

(b) xz� := 1;

(c) xz := 0 for all z 2 I(z�)

3. R := R n I(z�)

Thus, the input for the greedy rounding procedure
is the solution xr of the LP-relaxation of model (13). If
xr contains decision variables with fractional solutions
then GRP chooses the variable with the highest value
lower than 1 and sets it to 1. Let this variable be
xz� . The selection criterion for xz� is based on the
assumption that a variable with a high fractional value
is more likely to be part of the optimal integral solution
than a variable with a value closer to zero. If there is
no unique variable, i.e. a tie occurs in 2(a) then the
one with lowest cost is selected.

A consequence of setting some variable xz to 1 is,
that other variables have to be set to 0 in order to
respect the constraints. In fact, the set I(z) de�ned
above equals the set of tracks that share a true mea-
surement wit a measurement in z. Thus when xz is set
to 1, all variables in I(z) must be set to 0.

Once a variable is forced to a certain value, it is
not allowed to change any more. To achieve this, all
rounded variables and all implicated variables are dis-
carded from the rounding procedure. In this way, GRP
will never set the value of a variable twice. This dele-
tion of variables also applies to the initial LP solution,
i.e. all variables with value 1 and all zero-valued vari-
ables implicated by them, are removed. The greedy
rounding algorithm repeats the actions of selection,
rounding and deletion until there are no variables left.
The outcome will then be a feasible solution to model
(13).

Observe that the GRP can be implemented to run
eÆciently, however it is clear that there is no guaran-
tee that this heuristic procedure yields solutions close
to the IP's optimal objective function value. However,
the experiments discussed in the following section show
that GRP does result in acceptable plot-to-track as-
signments of which the objective function value is close
to the optimum value.

4 Experiments

The layout of the experiments is as follows. The sim-
ulated sensor is a single scanning surveillance radar
that provides 2D positional data (i.e. range and bear-
ing) within a range of 50 km. In each scenario targets
are observed for 30 scans. The duration of a scan is 8
seconds. The measurement noise is set to �r = 0:015
km and �b = 0:0052 rad for range and bearing respec-
tively. Furthermore, a constant Pd of 0.90 is assumed.

Targets are assumed to move in a straight line with
a constant uniformly distributed random velocity be-
tween 0.1 and 1 km/sec. The process noise on this
model is assumed to be 0:05m

s2
. The initial positions

of the targets are uniformly distributed over a square
area of 50 � 50 km, thus targets can enter and leave

the sensor's coverage. Initially, before the �rst scan,
there are no targets present. The number of new tar-
gets that appear in each scan is Poisson distributed
with an average of �� = 1. The value of p was set to
2.

For three groups (A, B and C) of ten scenarios
each, the average number of false alarms per scan �'
(Poisson distributed) is set to 1, 5 and 25 respectively.
Clearly, the scenarios in group A will result in only a
few plots for each scan, while group C contains much
harder scenarios.
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Figure 1: A scenario of group C (30 scans superim-
posed)

Figure 1 depicts a typical scenario of group C. A plot
is indicated by a cross. Actual target trajectories are
represented by interconnected plots. The remaining
plots are false alarms. In �gure 1 the detections of 30
scans are superimposed.

For all thirty scenarios we apply the K-scan slid-
ing window technique for �ve di�erent widths of the
K-scan sliding window, namely K = 3; 4; 5; 6 and 7.
Thus, this results in 5 � 30 scenarios � 30 scans each
= 4500 IP problem instances. In principle, the num-
ber of variables in such an instance can be as large as
22 � 109 for a 7-scan sliding window and an average of
30 measurements per scan. However by applying the
gating test, this number is reduced to about 1400.

We solve these instances as described in Section 3,
i.e. we compute the LP-relaxation and apply the GRP
to obtain a feasible solution to instances of model (13).
We also compute the optimum integral values for these
instances with a Branch & Bound algorithm. All these
computations were carried out on a Sun Ultra SPARC

2 machine with 256 megabytes of RAM using the soft-
ware package LP Solve (version 1.5, November 1994),
developed at the Technical University Eindhoven by
M. Berkelaar.

The results are shown in table 1-3. For each scenario
three sub-rows exist. The �rst subrow (R) indicates
the number of times (out of thirty scans) that an LP



Table 1: Results GRP vs. Branch & Bound group A

Scenario K

3 4 5 6 7

R 0 1 1 1 1

1 � - 0 0 0 0

O -1149.837 -1152.998 -1152.998 -1152.998 -1152.998

R 0 0 0 0 0

2 � - - - - -

O -2322.716 -2322.716 -2322.716 -2322.716 -2322.716

R 5 5 4 4 4

3 � 0 0 0 0 0

O -1944.926 -1945.080 -1947.479 -1947.479 -1947.479

R 0 1 1 1 1

4 � - 0 0 0 0

O -1149.837 -1152.998 -1152.998 -1152.998 -1152.998

R 0 0 0 0 0

5 � - - - - -

O -2071.957 -2071.957 -2073.534 -2073.534 -2073.534

R 2 3 4 5 5

6 � 0 0 0 0 0

O -1974.222 -1974.222 -1981.077 -1981.077 -1981.077

R 4 2 2 2 2

7 � 3.370 1.946 1.946 1.946 1.946

O -2971.537 -2987.063 -2987.063 -2987.063 -2988.080

R 2 2 2 2 2

8 � 0 0 0 0 0

O -2324.850 -2324.850 -2324.850 -2324.850 -2324.850

R 3 3 3 3 3

9 � 0 0 0 0 0

O -1637.577 -1649.329 -1649.329 -1649.329 -1649.329

R 3 3 2 2 2

10 � 0 0 0 0 0

O -1778.245 -1776.503 -1779.865 -1780.948 -1780.948

relaxed problem instance is not solved to integrality
immediately, i.e. GRP's rounding mechanism had to
recover a feasible integer valued solution. Second, the
maximum di�erence between the optimum value and
the value of the GRP solution is shown in the second
subrow (�). If no roundings are performed, the maxi-
mum di�erence has no meaning. This is denoted by a
\-". Finally, the value of the optimum solution (found
by Branch & Bound) after thirty scans is shown in the
third sub-row (O).

With respect to the topic of running times we re-
strict ourselves to the following general remarks. Solv-
ing the LP relaxation and applying GRP took in gen-
eral 0.07 seconds for the simplest scenarios (3-scan slid-
ing window, group A) and 1.7 seconds for the hard-
est scenarios (7-scan sliding window, group C). The
running times for computing the optimum solution by
means of Branch & Bound were about 0.09 to 2.26
seconds respectively. Notice that the latter algorithm
does not give any guarantees on maximum running
times. In the worst case the entire solutions space is
searched.

5 Conclusions

The experiments show that 4230 out of 4500 (94%) IP
problem instances are solved by their LP relaxation,
i.e. the Simplex alogithm immediately yields integer
valued solutions. For the remaining 270 problem in-
stances, the Greedy Rounding Procedure recovers a
feasible (integer valued) solution from the fractional
valued solution of the LP relaxation. For these in-
stances, GRP succeeds in recovering the optimal solu-
tion in 195 cases, i.e. the maximum di�erence in ob-
jective function value equals zero. For the remaining
75 instances the recovered solutions are near-optimal
with a maximum deviation of 3.37 (scenario 7, K = 3).
Compared to the absolute objective function value,
this di�erence is marginal. From these results it can

Table 2: Results GRP vs. Branch & Bound group B

Scenario K

3 4 5 6 7

R 2 4 4 5 6

11 � 0.969 1.007 1.008 1.008 1.009

O -1757.197 -1763.268 -1765.636 -1765.636 -1765.636

R 1 1 1 1 1

12 � 0 0 0 0 0

O -1485.215 -1488.597 -1488.597 -1488.597 -1488.597

R 3 4 4 5 6

13 � 0.87 1.057 1.057 1.057 1.057

O -1882.858 -1886.774 -1886.774 -1886.774 -1886.774

R 2 2 2 2 2

14 � 0 0 0 0 0

O -1826.735 -1826.735 -1826.735 -1826.735 -1826.735

R 1 1 1 1 1

15 � 0 0 0 0 0

O -1549.809 -1552.625 -1552.625 -1552.625 -1552.625

R 0 0 0 0 0

16 � - - - - -

O -1345.276 -1345.276 -1345.276 -1345.276 -1345.276

R 3 4 5 6 7

17 � 0 0 0 0 0

O -1462.369 -1463.135 -1463.135 -1463.135 -1463.135

R 1 1 4 4 4

18 � 0 0 2.568 2.568 2.568

O -1585.837 -1585.892 -1590.316 -1590.316 -1590.316

R 2 2 2 2 2

19 � 0 0 0 0 0

O -2088.965 -2091.325 -2091.325 -2091.325 -2091.325

R 1 1 1 1 1

20 � 0 0 0 0 0

O -2105.915 -2120.993 -2125.458 -2125.458 -2125.458

be concluded that the GRP procedure performs quite
satisfactory.

The relatively small di�erences in running times be-
tween GRP and Branch & Bound (ca. 0.56 seconds)
can now be explained. Just like the GRP, the Branch &
Bound algorithm starts by solving the LP relaxation of
a problem instance. In most cases (94%) this immedi-
ately results in integer valued solutions, yielding equal
running times for GRP and Branch & Bound. For the
remaining 6% of the instances Branch & Bound has to
perform further time-consuming calculations (i.e. solv-
ing LP relaxations), while the GRP only needs to per-
form a simple rounding.

An interesting question is the following: How well
does model (13), and in particular the cost-coeÆcients
of this model, capture the DAP? In a situation where
the true tracks are known, we can give a (partial) an-
swer to this question as follows. Ideally, one would
want that the objective function value of the solution
given by the true tracks (say VT ) coincides with the
optimum of model (13) (say OPT). Of course, it is pos-
sible that OPT < VT (then OPT contains tracks that
yield a better solution value than the true tracks), and
also OPT > VT is possible (in which case, due to gat-
ing or the K-scan sliding window technique, the solu-
tion given by the true tracks has been eliminated from
consideration). We observe that only in three cases
OPT > VT . The deviations OPT � VT are 33.830,
54.709 and 38.155 for scenario 10 (group A), 27 (group
C) and 29 (group C) respectively. It can be safely con-
cluded that the recovery of actual tracks is satisfactory.

When looking at the Branch & Bound objective
function values after thirty scans, the maximum di�er-
ence between any two sliding window widths is 16.505
for group A (scenario 7), 19.54 for group B (scenario
20) and 24.166 for group C (scenario 29). Compared
to the absolute values, increasing the size of the slid-
ing window yields only marginal improvements on the
quality of the recovered tracks.



Table 3: Results GRP vs. Branch & Bound group C

Scenario K

3 4 5 6 7

R 1 1 1 0 0

21 � 0 0 0 - -

O -1600.534 -1607.869 -1607.869 -1611.367 -1611.367

R 0 0 0 0 0

22 � - - - - -

O -1579.554 -1588.361 -1588.383 -1588.383 -1588.383

R 0 0 0 0 0

23 � - - - - -

O -1049.066 -1048.773 -1051.028 -1050.967 -1051.601

R 0 0 0 0 0

24 � - - - - -

O -1593.235 -1593.235 -1596.823 -1597.449 -1597.449

R 3 4 5 6 6

25 � 0 0 0 0 0

O -1032.891 -1045.471 -1046.388 -1046.419 -1046.419

R 0 1 2 3 3

26 � - 0 0 0 0

O -1519.282 -1522.409 -1527.799 -1527.277 -1527.797

R 0 3 3 3 4

27 � - 0.8 0.84 0.84 0.84

O -860.817 -863.922 -863.922 -876.911 -876.911

R 0 0 3 4 4

28 � - - 0 0 0

O -1804.592 -1813.740 -1821.480 -1823.615 -1828.225

R 0 0 0 0 0

29 � - - - - -

O -1750.232 -1774.398 -1774.398 -1774.398 -1774.398

R 0 0 0 0 0

30 � - - - - -

O -1520.259 -1521.250 -1522.693 -1522.693 -1526.000

Furthermore it must be noticed that for group A the
objective function value does not improve for K � 5,
with the exception of some minor changes in scenario
7 and 10. A similar observation can be made for group
B. The scenarios for group C however, still show a de-
crease in objective function value for K = 7 (scenarios
23, 28, 30). Because of the trade-o� between compu-
tational demand and solution quality, a 5-scan sliding
window seems a sensible choice for all scenarios con-
sidered in these experiments.
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